
Celebrity  News:  Denise
Richards Calls Charlie Sheen
the  ‘Greatest  Ex  Ever’  for
Lending Jet

By Meghan Fitzgerald

UsMagazine.com  reports  that  42-year  old  actress  Denise
Richards was in NYC filming the new ABC series Twisted on
Mother’s Day. Ex-husband Charlie Sheen let her fly his jet
home the next day back to L.A. Richards tweeted a Instagram
picture of herself looking out the window and wrote, “Greatest
ex @charliesheen.” The caption of the picture was, “My mom’s
day gift flying me home on his plane so I can take the kids to
school.”

What are some things to be cautious of when remaining friends
with an ex?
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Cupid’s Advice:

It is necessary to be cautious if you are going to remain
friends with an ex. You will never feel the same about someone
after you’ve dated them. Cupid has some tips:

1. Relationship analysis: When it comes to being friends with
your  ex,  you  should  be  cautious  of  analyzing  your
relationship. You do not need to hash out all the reasons why
you didn’t work, and why you two are no longer together.
Friends do not talk like that. So don’t. Stick as much as
possible to your typical friend conversation.

2. Current partners: If you allowed your ex to remain in your
life, be careful if you’re currently in a relationship. When
your  ex  starts  to  ask  questions  about  your  partner,  what
they’re like, your current affairs with them — beware. It is
not in any way necessary for your ex to ask you about the
small details of your current relationship. That is for you
and your mate only.

3. Feelings: Be super careful of developing feelings back for
your ex. If they remain in your life after a breakup, feelings
are most likely still fresh. If you know feelings are going to
arise if you keep them in your life, reconsider. It’s not
worth falling for the person you swore you were never going to
fall for again. If you think your ex is developing feelings
again, be careful.

How have you stayed cautious when remaining friends with an
ex? Explain below.


